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SKU Designation French Law MSRP

A69413
GATE TITAN II Basic

Bluetooth for GB V2 HPA -
Front wiring 

Vente libre 194.00 € incl. tax

The brand new TITAN II Bluetooth® for GB V2 HPA -Basic version
This HPA version will allow you to connect 1 to 2 solenoids, which makes it compatible with:

Polarstar Jack
Polarstar F2
Gate Pulsar
Wolverine Inferno gen II
Wolverine Reaper gen II electro-pneumatic version
Wolverine Hydra
Redline N7 electro-pneumatic version

Kit Contents:

1 x MOSFET TITAN II Bluetooth - JST
1 x JST to T-dean conversion cable
1 x cable to connect 1 additional solenoid
1x Installation Kit
1 x Gate Titan II Patch

Built-in Bluetooth 5.2 technology gives you direct access to TITAN settings, AEG telemetry and the ability
to use a smartwatch, STATUS and other future GATE Ecosystem devices. The innovative gear sensor not
only counts gears, but also determines the direction of rotation of a gear as the first in the world, giving you
the most precise cycle control of AEGs. The stunning optical trigger sensor lets you fine-tune a hair's trigger
with incredible precision: 50 levels of sensitivity for the first millimeter of trigger movement, retaining the
benefits of the TITAN V2 sensor. The TITAN II Bluetooth® 

 

What makes the TITAN II Bluetooth® so special?
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All-new patented gear sensor, the world's first, detects each tooth and the direction of gear movement,
allowing extremely precise cycle control
Mechanical protection of trip sensors increases reliability. Potential damage to trigger sensors is now
covered under warranty.
Ultra-precise telemetry measurements thanks to the new current sensor
Pre-cocking can be set in %
Built-in voltage boost converter. Trouble-free operation at low temperatures
Multifunctional programmable port ready to connect:
Hop-up chamber for tracer and sensors
Lock button
Not convertible to AEG version
Electric magazine
Store sensor
Flash light

User-friendly GCS app for iOS, Android, macOS, Windows, watchOS, Wear OS

TITAN II can be connected to a smartwatch.
Compatibility with the GATE ecosystem, including GATE STATUS and future hop-up chamber with tracer

The lowest current consumption on the market. The deep sleep mode with a current consumption of only 0.1
mA prevents battery drain (3 times lower consumption than current ETUs, which already had the lowest
current consumption on the market).

 

Compatible accessories:

Power Cable (GEL BLASTER / Power Charger / Tracer)
Cable for single HPA solenoid
HPA Dual Solenoid Cables
Splitter ready to connect many accessories (you can connect 1x power cable and 2x I/O cable)
Universal I/O cable for max. 2 accessories (bolt-catch, loader sensor, flashlight..)
Bolt-catch with button and cable (ready to plug in)
Chargers sensor with cable (ready to connect)

 

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


